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Newsletter Dec 2003 - Jan 2004
Hello Folks,
What a bumper issue! Very many thanks to all those buddy au-
thors out there. You have provide dgood holiday reading for the 
rest of the Club Members.

Remember the swim escort in February, - it seems 
a long time away but it will approach very quickly. 

Merry Xmas to all, have a safe and enjoyable holiday,

 Ian

Deadline for next month‛s newsletter:      10 February 2004
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Club address 23 Spinnaker Drive
 Te Atatu Peninsular, Auckland
President  Matt Crozier 817 1984
Vice President Lindsay Sandes 522 3344
Patron Su Sommerhalder 815 2073 
Secretary Rona Patterson 834 3399
Treasurer Alan Edwards 820-8115
Membership Matt Crozier 817 1984
Trips Officer Morgan Lewis 620 4005
 Morganl@xtra.co.nz

Publicity Officer Roger Lomas 579 8799
Safety & Training  Ken Marsh 828 0701
Storage & Club 
  Kayaks  Lindsay Sandes 522 3344
50th Anniversary: Peter Sommerhalder 815 2073
Vine House:  Andrew Frances    021 142 4857
Newsletter Editor Ian Calhaem 579 0512
 IanCalhaem@xtra.co.nz

The Club maintains two e-mail groups:
To subscribe to the discussion list, send a blank e-mail to:  auckland-kayakers-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
For event reminders, send a blank e-mail to: auckland-canoe-club-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Useful phone numbers and addresses

Safety Policy for Club Trips.
1  Any Club member who has any doubt about whether or not their skills are sufficient for a particular trip MUST 

contact the trip leader ahead of time to discuss safety issues.
2 It is your responsibility to wear a buoyancy aid, to be suitably dressed for the conditions, and to carry any other 

personal safety equipment necessary for the trip.
3 You must make a realistic assessment that your strength and endurance are sufficient for whatever is planned.
4 You must be able to re-enter your kayak (with help from another paddler if necessary) after a capsize in deep 

water.
5 With night paddling it is everybody’s responsibility to provide their own large lens flashlight, or fixed all-round 

white light on a one metre high pole, in working order and mounted on the outside of the kayak where it can be 
seen at all times.

6 Use a craft appropriate for the trip.  A kayak with water-tight bulkheads is essential for open sea kayaking.  Sit-
on kayaks are usually too slow to be able to keep up with sea kayaks, therefore, are not recommended on trips 
planned for sea kayaks.

Auckland Canoe Centre, phone 815 2073
Basic confidence course, Henderson Pool, Tuesday evenings 

- $120 for four sessions.

One-on-One rolling, Henderson Pool, Tuesday evenings 
- $149 for three sessions.  $55 for single 90 minute lesson. 
Multisport Grade 2 Certificate, white water, sea kayaking 
one and two-day courses run frequently.

Canoe and Kayak, phone 479 1002
Sea Kayaking intro course – Friday pool session, plus Sat/Sun 

9 – 5, $230

Rolling sessions, Northcote College Pool - $150 for four 
sessions.

White water, Multisport, Advanced Sea Kayaking, First aid and 
First aid refresher courses available.

Fergs Kayaks, phone 529 2230
Basic paddling skills – paddle strokes, rescues – Sunday 

morning, Okahu Bay - $30 for Club members.

Learn to roll, one-on one, heated pool - $60 per hour.

White water, and Multisport River Racing courses also 
available.

George Gerard, phone 814 8989 (hm), 367 0959 (wk).
Pool Training, Kelston Girls, Thursday evenings - $95 for 

first three sessions, $10 thereafter.Intro Sea Kayaking, 
White water, and Down River Racing courses on request 
– courses are designed to fit what the participants want 
- $100 per day (approx), plus boat hire ($10 / day)

Outdoor Discoveries Ltd, Chris Gulley, phone 813 3399
Intro Skills $155, overnight Ocean Kayaking Course 

$245. Surfing Courses also available. Courses run by 
professional SKOANZ Assessors/Guides. Details on 
website www.outdoordiscoveries.co.nz 

Positively Outdoors, Liz Maire and Christine Mcleod, ph 
473 0027, fax 473 0731.

Two-day OSH certified outdoors first aid course - $140

10% discount if four or more club members enrol for a course.

There are also a few club members that are experienced 
instructors and with a bit of encouragement (bribery 
and/or arm-twisting!) might be coaxed into giving a training 
session…

Ian Calhaem, Rebecca Heap, Ken Marsh, John Maynard, 
Mike Randall.

Where can you go to get training?
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Trips and Events Calendar
Remember to contact the trip leader before you set out.  This is important because the leader needs to know the 

capabilities of those who are coming and to be able to contact you if the plan changes.  Please be aware that you 
paddle on a Club trip at your own risk.  Read the safety policy (page 2).  If there is any chance that you may be a 
liability to the rest of the group or to the leader be sure to inform the leader of this before you set out.

TRIP CANCELLATIONS
The Club is now using “Newstalk ZB” cancellation service.  This can be listened to on 1080AM or 89.4FM.  
The service runs on Saturday and Sunday from 7:00am.
This should eliminate the multitude of phone calls to trip leaders when the weather looks suspect.

Regular Evening Paddles
Remember... you MUST have either an all-round white light on a pole, or else a large-lens (eg. Dolphin) torch, in good 
working condition, mounted on the outside of your kayak.  This is actually a legal requirement, so, no light, no paddle.  
As discussed in a previous Newsletter, the Coastguard, do not recommend the use of flashing lights. It is apparently 
difficult to judge their distance and they are also used to signify danger. Also, it is advisable before going out on an 
evening paddle that you attend a basic skills course and ensure you are fit enough to be able to paddle for one hour.  
All paddlers MUST provide their own night-lights.  All skill levels welcome.  Meet at Okahu Bay by 5:30pm, ready to 
be on the water by 5:45pm.  An experienced paddler will be rostered on to look after new/novice/slow paddlers.  Fitter 
and more-experienced paddlers can form their own group(s).  Trips usually last 1 – 2 hours, destination dictated by 
tide, weather conditions and skill levels.  Club boats can be hired at the subsidised rates of: $5 to club members, and 
$10 for non-members/guests. ( At all other times, Club boat hire is $20/day or part day , for members and guests.) 

L Trip Leader complaint   L
That I could see for November, December and January the only overnight trip planned for the club was the Waihou 
river trip. This was to be my first time as trip leader for the Auckland club and a day was spent out and about checking 
the get out points and where vehicles could be left etc. 
I did the trip as I had the time set aside for it but I did it on my own because no body else came, I had two enquiries 
about it before hand but no takers for the trip. Trip leaders are always wanted in clubs but please could the general 
members make an effort to enjoy the opportunities and experience some areas that you may not normally be able to 
see. If others are prepared to plan a trip of this nature it is very disappointing when you have a nil turnout . 
Evan Pugh

December
21 December, Auckland Canoe Club Christmas Brunch. Join us on Sunday morning for a 

short paddle to Watchman Island where  we will be met by the clubs Santa and his BBQ. Enjoy 
bacon, eggs & mush’s washed down with a glass of bubbles. Met at the Masefield Reserve, 
Curran Street at 8 am. For more details please phone Morgan Lewis on 6204005 or email 
morganl@xtra.co.nz

27 December - 2 January - Club Xmas Expedition - see details on on page 4 For details phone Vincent 
Maire (09) 424-2293 or Vincent.maire@xtra.co.nz  or fax (09) 424-0385

January
9th January 2004-Rangitoto Evening BarBQ. A 6pm departure from Narrow Neck beach for an easy ( 1hr Max) 

paddle to Mackenzies Bay by the lighthouse. Have a swim and then cook your steak & snarlers on my gas barBQ. 
There should be moonlight for the return journey-watch out for phosphorescence!. NIGHT LIGHTS A MUST HAVE. 
Phone organiser, David Ward 4453639.
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February
6th February 2004-Rangitoto Evening BarBQ. A 6pm departure from Narrow Neck beach for an easy ( 1hr Max) 

paddle to Mackenzies Bay by the lighthouse. Have a swim and then cook your steak & snarlers on my gas barBQ. 
There should be moonlight for the return journey-watch out for phosphorescence!. NIGHT LIGHTS A MUST HAVE. 
Phone organiser, David Ward 4453639.

22nd February - Swim Escort.- St Heliers Bay to Tamaki Yacht Club, Assemble 7:45am at St 
Heliers. 30-35 kayaks required. see details on page 6.

Club Christmas Expedition 
The plan is to kayak from Coromandel Harbour to Whangapoua starting December 27 and ending January 2 or 3. 
Day One 27 December 
Everyone is to meet on the 27th at 11am at the home of Peter & Anne Evans. The address is 2190 Long Bay Road. 
Take the road from Coromandel towards the Long Bay motorcamp and soon after you pass the fish factory, on your 
right you will see a sign for Evans Enterprises, a big green shed and an 8ft statute of Neptune in the garden! The 
wetlands reserve is next door. As our arrival coincides with high tide we can unload the cars, prepare the kayaks and 
leave from the other side of the road. The car storage fee is $20 and its all care but no responsibility. 
We will paddle out of the harbour and head north up the coast to Otautu Bay motorcamp which in just inside Colville 
Bay. The distance for the day is 20-22km with the option of paddling via the many islands along the way, although this 
will add to the trip.
Days two to five 28 to 31 December
Our camping options are all DoC sites and include Fantail Bay, Port Jackson, Fletcher Bay and Stony Bay, where I 
would like us to be on the 31st. The fishing is good as is the tramping. I have stayed at Stony and visited Jackson and 
both are nice. Not sure about Fletcher Bay but from memory the campsite is quite a long walk from the beach. 
Day Six 1 January
The sensible option is to paddle the 20km from Stony Bay to the DoC site at Waikawau Bay, which will be incredibly 
crowded and we may not get in. The not very sensible option is to seek a free-camping place along the way. We will 
wing it. (Any suggestions?)
Day Seven 2 January
This is a lovely part of the coast and includes the very beautiful New Chums Beach. We will come out at Whangapoua 
and I have two options for getting back to the cars, both of which will cost! 
And finally
If the mood takes us and we find lingering in the Jackson to Stony region not to our liking we can always up the tempo 
and aim to end the trip at Whitianga. Finding a place to stay for the final one or two nights may be the only challenge 
for this option. This, I have to say, is an option with appeal but we will try and be as democratic as possible. You may 
wish to flag your interest in the Whitianga option when you register for the trip.
Once we leave Otautu Bay we are no longer near any shops until we get to Port Charles, which is a 30 min paddle 
from Stony Bay. This means you will need to have plenty of food. Walkers may want to bring good footwear and bring 
a fishing line as last time the club paddled out of Port Jackson we passed through a school of kawai and 15 fish were 
pulled in – more than we could eat! Space permitting, you may wish to bring your kayak trolley. 
The goal is to mount an expedition type sea kayak trip while maintaining a comfortable pace, allow fast paddlers to do 
their own thing and generally have a really good time. 
Please advise me by email (if possible) of your intention to join the club’s Coromandel expedition. You will be sent 
more details and be asked to complete a form with next-of-kin details, etc.

Vincent Maire
(09) 424-2293 or Vincent.maire@xtra.co.nz  or fax (09) 424-0385

m
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Pres Sez
I found it very hard to resist another of Colin Quilter’s trips, having been on a few of these in the 
past. Along with Graham, Ryan and Brian, we started our summer expedition paddling relatively 
early by paddling over 200km along the mainly sandy shores of the Bay of Plenty.  We could not 
believe our luck with the weather and wondered what we’d done to deserve such an extended 
period easy paddling conditions over 6 days.  The sun was always out (intense at times) and the 
swell quite slight, making for easy surf launchings and landings – dare I say that maybe some of us 
got a bit complacent and needed the odd wake-up call!  If the wind picked up at all, it was always 
from a hindquarter.  Thanks, Colin, for putting together another classic trip.

Swim Escorts
A big thank-you to all who turned up for the first two swim escorts this summer.  We had 35 for the 
first swim, and a whopping 55 for the Chelsea swim (each exceeding the minimum by 15).  It is 
so encouraging to see members heeding the call when needed.  Your attendance was very much 
appreciated.
Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to make the Chelsea swim.  But thanks to Rona for controlling the day 
and Ken for looking after the hire fleet transport – much appreciated. Sadly, the weather did not pay 
its part.  It was a pity the swim was cancelled, but the day was not wasted as an alternative paddle 
to Pt Chevalier (or thereabouts) into a very strong wind was held.
We ask that you turn up again for the next two harbour swims to be held in the New Year, starting 
late February.  Roger has hinted of a Wolfgang Special lunch for the Rangitoto swim that will dwarf 
that of the first swim – those who were there will know exactly what I mean!

Mahurangi Bach (Vine House)
The builder (Peter) is making good progress on the house and already has a new roof and 
bathroom floor.  A number of us have visited during this time to help out.  Special thanks to John 
Duncan for doing some needed electrical wiring.

Merchandise
Those of you who have ordered your fleece vests with the jubilee logo can pick them up from the 
Auckland Canoe Centre until the end of the year.

Polo
We have accepted a group of proficient (some world class) canoe polo paddlers who are interested 
in developing this area of kayaking in the club in exchange for the umbrella the club structure can 
provide for their team.  They are already a self-contained unit with their own organised facilities 
and are prepared to cover any costs specific to their sport themselves.  
The committee sees this as a way to provide members with more kayaking options and another 
way to advance their paddling skills.  The polo paddlers are happy to provide training and organise 
polo events for the club, as well as participate in other club activities.  It is a way of getting younger 
members involved in the sport.  There is also white water paddling opportunities, as there is 
interest in this area as well.

Holidays
We usually have a quiet period over January as everyone goes off to do their own thing.  There 
will not be another committee meeting or newsletter until February.  Even though the calendar 
looks relatively healthy over January, there will still be keen people willing to do impromptu 
paddles over this time.  So attached is a membership phone list in case you would like to contact 
other club members.  Also useful is the auckland-kayakers email discussion list for getting together 
– see inside front cover for how to subscribe to this group, or visit http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
auckland-kayakers

Cheers, M@
(817 1984, matt@vsl.co.nz)
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Swim Escorts 2004 

Date Event
Sunday 
22nd 
February 
2004 

EAGLE TECHNOLOGY BAYS SWIM 
• St Heliers Bay to Tamaki Yacht Club 
• Assemble 7.45am @ St Heliers 
• Start 8.15am 
• Tide 9.52am 
• 30-35 kayaks required

Sunday 
28th 
March 
2004 

EAGLE TECHNOLOGY RANGITOTO SWIM 4.45k
• Rangitoto to St.Heliers Bay 
• Assemble 8.30am @ St Heliers 
• Depart for Rangitoto 9am 
• Start 10.15am 
• Tide 12.26pm 
• 55-60 kayaks required

The Auckland Volunteer Coastguard controls operations for the swim escorts on the water, and has stipulated 
minimum numbers of kayaks to be available before events will proceed. So now it is more important than ever for us 
to have your support for these events.
Because the distances are small and the pace very slow, there are no other trips the club does that are more suitable 
for novices. Our job on the water is to guide swimmers if they veer too far off course and to flag down a roaming 
rubber boat if a swimmer needs to come out - simple! And it’s a great social occasion to meet many other paddlers. 
Not to mention that the income we receive (based on kayak numbers) helps us keep your subs so low!

Please make sure you ring Matt Crozier 817 1984, even just to leave a message, if you intend 
to come. This will help avoid a panic!

 Jubilee News 
Please mark Saturday, 22nd of May, 2004, on your calendar. The club has booked Romfords, the splendid restaurant 
at the Tamaki Yachtclub, for the Jubilee Dinner. Peter and Philip are working on the details and bookings will be 
available from February next year. 
Plans are made to hold a Picnic Family Day at O’Sullivans Bay with the opportunity to paddle across to Vine House 
for “a quick look”. For non-paddlers we would like to arrange a runabout or similar to ferry visitors across. Anyone with 
access to a suitable boat volunteering? This will be end of January. 
The idea of a Wangnaui River Trip, the clubs former annual pilgrimage, has received positive feedback. Suitable date 
could be end of February, early March next year. Paddling Taumarunui to Pipiriki usually takes 4-5 days. Alternatively 
three days will take you from Whakahoro, the beginning of the scenic gorge, to Pipiriki. It is possible to arrange with a 
hire operator a three day trip for paddlers without their own boat. The logistics for the Wanganui will be worked on in 
January. 
The publication of a brief history is still a project we would like to pursue. 
Our first social Jubilee Night turned out to be a fine occasion, despite of the handicap not being able to locate the 
key to the bar! We appreciate that several of our founder members made their way to the Auckland Canoe Club and 
introduced themselves. We look forward meeting again in the jubilee year and stay in touch by letter. 
The Jubilee Committe is open to any suggestions from members. Please contact Rona, our secretary, or Peter, for 
more information. Registration of interest can still be lodged and is welcome. 
Peter Sommerhalder 

m

m
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Trip Report - Kask 2003
by Mike

Report. on the October 2003 KASK Mini Symposium held up North, in which the author gets to touch paddles with 
some of the world’s great sea kayakers.

They called it a Mini-Symposium
I would have called it Max
It was KASK that underwrote it
There was nothing about it lax.

It was held at Taurikura
Not far from Whangarei Heads
The possie was drop dead gorgeous
I also liked the beds.

The folk up there in Northland
Really did us proud
Liz, Sue, Brian, John and others
They are just a brilliant crowd.

I always like Paul Caffyn‛s talks
They keep me up to scratch
He gives me inspiration 
To get out and load the hatch.

The paddle in the harbour
Was rather nice and calm
Until we hit the homeward stretch
The wind caused some alarm.

The food was quite amazing
Morning teas and lunch and stuff
The people who provided it
Made sure we had enough.

The dinner in the evening
Was evidence of this
The main course and the puddings
Were all too good to miss.

Half pie dressed up to boogie
At the hooley afterwards
The company was jumping
The band - there are no words..

Sunday, sun and gale force winds
Were the start of an interesting day
After a sumptuous breakfast
We were ready for the fray.

First up to speak was Vincent
He spoke of this and that
But in the main the subject was
Where kayak quals are at.

To all those generous sponsors 
Who helped the thing along
Spot prize surprises are always fun
Thanks to everyone.

Steve Tapp the kayak fisher
Could only make us gape
At all the gear he lugged around
From anywhere to the Cape.

The youngest guy to paddle
Around U.K. alone
Was Welshman Simon Osborne
There were many skills to hone.

The reason for his venture
Was a promise previously made
To his young brother, who died of cancer,
To raise money for research.

The wind it kept on blowing
But we didn‛t mind that stuff
So ‘twas off to Limestone Island
To see a Kiwi in the rough.

Awakened from her sleeping
Kiwi, wild, as wild could be
But in Patrick‛s arms she calmly lay
For the six of us to see.

So finally it ended
That Max Symposium
With hugs, good-byes and laughter
We headed off for home.

And thanks to all the people
Who organised it all
It couldn‛t have been better
I really had a ball.

Carry on paddling Mike

Home phone: 09 528 1377
Postal address: P.O. Box 25 131, St Heliers, Auckland
Mobile phone: 027 4736 806
email: mike-randall@xtra.co.nz
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Coastbusters 2004
A small group of keen kayakers have been meeting over the winter months to plan the tenth Coastbusters 
Sea Kayak Symposium. This great event will take place over the weekend of March 5 to 7 and once again 
the venue is Puriri Park at Orewa, with the Sunday paddle at Sullivans Bay.
Guest speakers include world-renowned sea kayaker and author John Dowd. Born in NZ, John has spent 
most of his life in Vancouver and his on-water journeys include expeditions through the Caribbean and the 
Indonesian archipelago. He is also founding editor of Sea Kayaker magazine. Also from North America 
is Shawn Baker, an ACA kayak instructor from Montana and a member of Qajaq USA, a club devoted to 
Greenland style kayaks. Shawn will be demonstrating Greenland paddling and rolling techniques in the 
pool. 
The event will open on Friday evening with long distance solo sea kayaker Kerry Howe giving a 
presentation on Pacific exploration and settlement. Kerry is a professor of History at Massey University, the 
author of a number of books including the highly acclaimed The Quest for Origins, and a world authority on 
the those intrepid maritime explorers, the Austronesians.
Workshop presenters include Steve Levett on navigation; Steve Knowles on weather; Dr Mark Johnston 
on health and injury prevention; John Kirk-Anderson on risk management and the KASK Bugger File; 
Gerry Maire on paddles and paddling techniques plus a presentation on the new KASK proficiency award 
and a showcase of DIY kayaks.
The programme will be circulated as widely as possible and will be posted on the Events page on the KASK 
website (www.kask.co.nz) in mid-December. KASK members receive a sizeable discount. 

The event is limited to 120 participants and bookings will be on a first in first served basis. 
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Embroidered Jackets 
They are looking great. Those jackets ordered at the social night can be collected from the Auckland Canoe Centre, 
502 Sandingham Road, in Sandringham, Auckland. Please bring a cheque for $25 made out to Auckland Canoe Club, 
or pay cash when collecting them. After the 20th of December, uncollected jackets will be available from our gears 
officer, Lindsay Sands. 
We have approximately 20 additional embroidered jackets for sale in different colours and sizes. Cost is $25. We can 
also offer plain jackets for $15. They make a great gift. So call at the Auckland Canoe Centre soon and ask for Peter 
or Su. Note these are a special item sold at cost price to club members only. 
Peter Sommerhalder 

Auckland Recreational Harbour Users 
The Auckland Regional Council invites harbour users to their meetings. Auckland Canoe Club usually is represented 
to learn about happenings and to emphasize safety in the harbour. The ongoing concern for harbour users is that 
kayakers are very difficult to see, and they seem to “pop up everywhere”. Please make use of a flag fitted to your 
kayak by day, and never paddle at night without a light. A glow stick fitted to your hat is convenient and quick, if your 
boat is not rigged with mast and light. 
The Harbour Master, James McPetrie, announced his retirement for April next year. We would like to thank him for 
always supporting our needs as kayakers and hope to see more of him on the water. 

Peter Sommerhalder, Auckland Canoe Centre, 502 Sandringham Road, Sandringham, Auckland 1003 New Zealand
Phone: (09) 815-2073 or 0800-CANOES Fax: (09) 815-2074 Email: ACC@kayak.co.nz  www.kayak.co.nz 

Trip Report - Whale Paddler
by Ryan
A trip to explore new territory in the Bay of Plenty was planned for the first week of December.
Colin in a Sear Bear, Matt and Ryan in Albatrosses, and Brian in a Barracuda, loaded gear and boats into a trailer in 
Auckland and drove to Whangamata to be joined by Graeme in his Barracuda from Roturua.
Leaving late morning with a gentle breeze on our backs and the sun in our eyes, a visit to the islands off the beach 
was made on the strength of stories about a tunnel.
On the seaward side, an entrance through a 20m tunnel led into a bay on the inside of the donut shaped island. With 
dense vegetation covering the inside and room to spare for the five boats, it was a great way to start the trip.
A lunch break before too long by Whiritoa ensures we don’t start off too fast.
Mayor Island is near its closest to the mainland here, about 30km offshore and will keep us company for a while.
Another tunnel after lunch, and an area of algal bloom gives the sea a muddy red colour, then its the first of the longer 
sandy stretches - 8km down Waihi Beach.
The bar at the Kaitaki has the surf breaking well offshore, but leaves a calm channel close in that allows us an 
untroubled landing at Bowentown for the first nights camping.
Another fine, calm day. Mt Maunganui is hazy on the horizon and marks the end of the long sandy beach on the 
seaward side of Matakana Island.
We paddle out past the breaking surf on the bar before heading south closer to shore. Reports of the locals patrolling 
the beach in vehicles come to nothing today. The car we see is parked with a family playing on the sand.
An approach from a motor-boat for a nosy was the only other activity we saw while passing the island.
It may not stay this tranquil for much longer, with property development plans being advertised on the internet.
The wind picked up steadily during the morning and on arrival at Mt Maunganui for lunch, which meant that keeping 
warm onshore was a challenge.
Around the Mount onto Papamoa Beach, the same wind is now at our backs and becomes a friend as it speeds us 
along.
Mayor Island is well to our left now, and the tree tops are all that is visible of approaching Motiti Island, looking like the 
masts of tall ships from here.
Its much more visible when we pause offshore from Papamoa Beach Campground, it must be low lying to change so 
quickly.
We decide to make the most of the following wind and continue down the rest of the beach, surfing around the boulder 
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strewn Ohurie Point, and into Little Waihi estuary against the dropping tide. The camp manager tells us to camp for no 
charge, but Colin skilfully negotiates a fairer price to include hot showers.
With the number of coastal campgrounds being sold to property developers, we have no wish to remove the financial 
incentive of staying from the owners.
Monday dawns with clear blue skies and calm seas. Its becoming addictive - and we want more.
I wonder what the poor people are doing today?
Motiti Island sinks quickly under the horizon as the day progresses, and Whale Island (Moutohora) off Whakatane 
grows larger and will watch over us for the rest of the trip.
The first European occupation of Moutohora came in the 1830s with an unsuccessful attempt to establish a shore-
based whaling station. The venture failed without a single whale being captured. Forty years later came attempts to 
make money from sulphur. It was extracted and sold to a refinery in Auckland over a number of years but was of poor 
quality, and the venture was abandoned in 1895. The next phase of industrial activity came in 1915, when quarrying 
provided rock for the construction of the Whakatane harbour wall. A total of 26,000 tonnes of rock was removed over 
five years.
In 1965 Moutohora was declared a wildlife refuge and the island was bought by the Crown in 1984. Once the goats 
which had been introduced to the island were eradicated, a planting programme began and 12,000 plants covering 45 
species are now established. Today Moutohora is covered with a mosaic of pohutukawa, mahoe, kanuka, bracken fern 
and grassland.
There are 190 native and 110 introduced plant species. The island is now completely free of the goats, rats, cats and 
rabbits which previously devastated native plants and animals.
The most significant feature of Moutohora’s current fauna is the breeding colony of grey-faced petrels. Sooty 
shearwaters, little blue penguins, the threatened New Zealand dotterel and variable oystercatcher also breed on the 
island. Threatened species which are occasional visitors are the Caspian tern, the North Island kaka and New Zealand 
falcon. Other species present include common forest birds, captive-bred red crowned parakeets, three lizard species 
and fur seals.
In March 1999 forty North Island saddleback (tieke) were transferred from Cuvier Island, off the coast of Coromandel, 
to Moutohora.
Public access to Moutohora is restricted to permit holders and approved tour parties and school groups
Viewing from the water,the Norfolk pines planted at campgrounds stand out with their orderly planting positions, and 
make the campgrounds easier to spot over the dunes. We land through dumping surf and walk through hot, hot, hot 
sand over the beach to the picnic tables at Pikowai campground for lunch. State Highway 2 and the forestry railway 
line run alongside the shore here.
After lunch, a short distance puts us in front of Matata Campground, which looks to good to pass by.
We pitch our tents absolute beach front in the early afternoon, with a calm blue Pacific Ocean clear except for the 
outline of volcanic White Island ion the horizon.
Avocado trees are in fruit over the back fence, and a local fisherman gives us a demo of a battery powered torpedo/
boat to set his long line that was featured on TV recently.
A couple of us try a swim, and the water still has a bit of a bite to it.
We wake to another hit of blue skies, and launch with another gentle breeze at our backs. The weather gods have 
been receiving copious praise on this trip.
Dumping surf on the sandy beach makes landing unfriendly, and passing the Tarawera River, it appears there is 
another case of algal bloom, but its the output delivered to the sea from the Kawerau Mill upstream. On a road bridge 
crossing the river, the graffiti labels it the “Black Drain”. A local tells us that it has recently improved, with fish again 
able to live in the river. Don’t imagine that there would be much of a view in that water.
Morning tea is taken after landing in the Rangitiaki River entrance, but the breeze is uncomfortable when you are 
damp and exposed, so its soon back on the water.
The number of houses on the beachfront remains high. The BOP is reported as having the highest building activity in 
the country with 32 new houses a week. By the look of it, most of them are on the sand dunes along the beach.
The Whakatane River entrance appears too rough to go in. There is very little of Whakatane visible from the river 
mouth. It would be easy to pass by with the impression that its a very small settlement.
Around Kohi Point into the lee, we land at one of the small sheltered beaches for lunch, and are provided with a view 
down Ohope Beach. It seems a busy spot for a Tuesday.
At the southern end of Ohope Beach, one side of Ohiwa Harbour entrance is all white water, but the other side allows 
us a comfortable passage.
The high tide allows us right up to the front door of the Ohiwa Motor Camp, and we are able to borrow their trailer 
to move our boats to the camp area where there is plenty of grass and an open cabana style kitchen. A very nice 
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campground.
A visit back to the landing spot after a few hours show there is NO water.
We won’t be leaving that way in the morning. The main beach resembles those on the West Coast, with a long walk 
over deep sand and driftwood to get to the water.
Using ant mode, making numerous small trips to get the gear and boats to the water before packing, the lesson that 
the hardest part of any trip is loading and unloading the boats at either end of the day, is reinforced.
The amount of driftwood on the beach is increasing as we proceed. Many of the logs have chainsaw cut ends, so are 
probably man made. I wonder how much driftwood there would be if the forestry was not here? I get to ask a local 
that’s been there all his life, and he thinks there was more when he was a child. Remembering wood piled meters high 
along the beach, only to have it all washed away on the next high tide.
For all the wood on the beach, there is very little in the water.
We land on the beach before Opotiki to look for a geocache that Matt doesn’t have on his list yet and all get to 
experience the thrill of the hunt.
Back on the water, the Norfolk Pines again signal where Tirohanga Campground lies, and we stop for lunch. This was 
the starting point of Colins earlier East Cape trip, and marks his completion of the East coast from East Cape to 90 
mile beach.
The wind dies over lunch, and we cover the last of the long beaches - Waitotahi. The number of houses reduces 
the further down the beach we travel. An early stop at Opape campground which has its location given away by the 
Norfolk Pines, allows us an afternoon lazing in the sun.
The weather man says a front is coming and the wind turns to the Northwest to support his prediction. That’s now a 
head wind and might mark the end of our golden spell of weather.
Overnight it drizzles down for a good 10 minutes, the only rain of the trip, and the golden weather is back in the 
morning. Colin likens it to Camelot, where it only ever rains at night.
Rock gardening takes the place of long beaches, pohutakawa in flower and lush bush replace the sand dunes. Rocks 
are everywhere, many lurking just below the surface. Buildings are conspicuous in their absence on this part of the 
coast.
We come across another tunnel, which turns into a labyrinth with five exits and entrances in the rock formation. 
Dizziness and collision with the other kayaks become the biggest hazards.
There are plenty of fisherman at the Motu River outlet. Attempts to paddle upstream are soon abandoned as the flow 
is too strong to make much headway.
The cool river water is refreshing and its worth the effort.
We stop for lunch on a quiet beach just past the Motu. There is a rundown shack and a million dollar view. Whale 
Island is still clear across the bay, and White Island is coming into greater relief as we travel east.
Paddling up the Haparapara River for a look shows a few flat areas that would be worth making enquires about 
camping at in future, but we have become accustomed to hot showers every night at the campgrounds, and continue 
on to Te Kaha. It has a permanent population of 300, and a very accommodating camp manager who drives down with 
his trailer to carry our boats uphill about 800m to the campground.
We decide to end the trip here, quitting while we are ahead, and Brian catches a shuttle to Whakatane in the morning. 
The bus to Whangamata has already left when he arrives, so he uses his thumb before driving back to pick us up with 
the trailer in the afternoon.
A drive back to Rotorua to drop Graeme at home and camp on his back lawn overnight mean an unhurried return to 
Auckland for the rest of us on Saturday morning.
A very satisfying trip with contrasts between the long sandy beaches and rock gardens of the Bay of Plenty.
Thanks to Kerry Howe, who has done it all before, to Colin for organising the trip, the weather gods for supplying great 
conditions, and Whale Island for watching over us for the week.

Trip Report - Along the coast
By Colin Quilter
Recently five of us kayaked across the Bay of Plenty, (described by Ryan elsewhere in the newsletter). Here are a few 
thoughts about travelling and camping on the coast, based on that and other trips.
How far can I go? Speed and distance depend on the weather. Take it as you find it. In good weather, start paddling 
early and finish late. Our longest day was 10 hours on the water with two landings, during which we covered 62 km. 
That indicates an average speed of about 6km per hour, which is typical for a fit party in loaded kayaks. With a mix of 
calm and windy days paddlers on the coast might expect to average about 35km per day over a week.
Transport. Here is a method which I have used on past trips. Suppose you want to start at Whangamata and paddle 
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eastwards. You could hope to reach Whakatane or Opotiki or Te Kaha, or anywhere in between. Phone the camp 
ground in Whangamata a fortnight early and ask the owner if he knows someone (a relative or friend?) who could 
store a car and trailer in Whangamata for a week, then drive out to any spot on the coast to meet the party at the end 
of that period. Offer to pay the driver about $20 per hour. Allowing for say six hours driving the total cost will be $120, 
or $30 each for four paddlers. I think that’s a small price to pay for a complete solution to the transport problem. It 
gives you safe storage for your car and the flexibility to end the trip anywhere on the coast where there is road access. 
I have never had difficulty finding a driver; the first phone call has always been successful. It limits the size of your 
party to 4 or 5, since all paddlers plus the driver must fit into the car for the return to the start point; plus you need a 
trailer for the kayaks.
Free camping. When I started doing long trips fifteen years ago we free-camped four nights out of five. That’s still 
possible, but only if you travel alone (or perhaps with one other) and camp discretely. It has become increasingly 
difficult for larger parties to free-camp. One reason is the sale and development of coastal land. Many beaches which 
used to be backed by farmland or bush are now graced (?) by new and luxurious homes. One would hope that the 
owners might enjoy the sight and sounds of a party of cheerful kayakers camped on their front lawn, but sadly they 
don’t. Another reason is the increasing assertiveness of tangata whenua regarding coastline which they consider to be 
theirs. In the past a polite and friendly request to camp was often successful, but attitudes have become polarised of 
late.
Official campsites. The AA guide to campgrounds is helpful, but beware! A campground described as “beachside” 
may be 250 metres from the water, across soft sand and dunes. A party of five will then have a quarter of a tonne of 
boats and gear to shift across that distance; twice! 
First aid. Sunburn: take extreme precautions. Chafing from wet, salty clothing: rub on Vaseline twice a day. Cracked 
lips: Chapstick or similar. Drowning: don’t worry, there’s no cure.

Finally…… Long trips seldom go to plan. I’ve never been on a long trip which ended exactly where or how I expected. 
So much depends on the weather. That was also true for sailing ships, and for that reason at the start of a voyage the 
ship’s log was never headed “Auckland to Falmouth” but always “Auckland towards Falmouth”. The skipper hoped for 
Falmouth, but recognised that the weather gods might have other ideas. The gods punish sailors and kayakers who 
presume that they will reach a particular destination. However they approve of paddlers who travel hopefully, as we 
did in the Bay of Plenty.

Paddling Waiheke
Anyone interested in paddling round Waiheke to please to register 

their interest with Philip Noble. It is likely to be set for Feb/ March  
dependent on tides and other club commitments.

Please indicate whether you will be in favour of a one, two, or two & 
a half day trip.

Participants will need to be proficient in rough seas and  fit to 
undertake such a trip.

Please phone Philip at  AK 5753493    or e-mail  nobles@ihug.co.nz

New Members
The Committee extends a warm welcome to our new members...
     Rick and Wendy Ornowski, 

     Dave, Kay and Danielle Hey.

Deadline for next month‛s newsletter: 10 February 2004
Send articles to: IanCalhaem@xtra.co.nz Please include “Newsletter” in the subject.
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Surname Firstnames Others HomePh Mobile
Amrein Ruth 021 139 1247
Anderson Duncan 529 7466 021 164 0674
Arthur Trevor Sheree,Rochelle 817 7357
Askew Family Robert, Ilona, Ruby, Melina 8495391 025 279 8584
Atkinson Lucinda 09 404 0280 021 104 9213
August Andrew 535 0005 021 039 6762
Augustin Ron & Nancy 818 7241
Babe Toshiya 528 2959 027 224 7986
Baker Gavin 528 5188 027 4730 432
Baker/Tahiwi Peter & Mary 443 8246 021 122 0199
Barnett Stephen, Irene 476 8619 025 974 450
Beeby Kevin 521 4239 027 245 3400
Berry Glenn 818 8737 025 289 0346
Berry Michael 379 0995 021 466 453
Blight John & David 834 7859
Boere Anne 416 6486
Bolland Family John, Karen, Gareth, Kate 6222 954 0274 899 010
Borne Cynthia
Boterman Gerard 473 5738
Boyes Ian 638 6246 021 391 563
Bradshaw Family Paul, Charlotte, George, Lucy 520 3020 021 626 432
Brown Darren 478 7027 025 894 847
Brown Family Tessa, Graeme, Piria 358 2283 025 614 9206
Brown Family Carl, Sandra, Ross, Kirsty 473 7029 025 584 385
Browne Family Philip, Helen, Cullen, Campbell 846 8473
Bruce Graeme 07 332 3112
Brunner Family Paul, Stephanie, Ashleigh 817 2020 021 977 438
Buckley Paul Devon, Emily, Nicola () 473 6727 021 380 500
Bugbee Laurie 827 5699
Bunce Susan 09 425 6399 025 403 299
Cairns David & Susan 307 1076 029 273 5233
Calhaem Family Ian, Alison; Vanessa, Catherine Haggie 579 0512 025 936 785
Cameron Sal 817 8735 027 570 594
Carstens Alan 521 8914 021 262 2846
Chalk/Kilpatrick Sue & Craig 846 8024 021 252 3854
Channings/Hansen/ John / Wilma / 838 2599
   Poulgrain Simon
Charles John 832 3184 021 039 1534
Christophers Amanda 630 3203 021 154 2134
Chua Nick 5211 223 021 264 1838

Clark/Thwaites
Raymond & 
Margaret 818 9609

Codd Chris 817 4616 027 473 8088
Crockett John 445 2077
Cronin/Turbott Gareth & Abby 623 1960 021 250 6950
Crozier Matthew 817 1984 025 662 3842
Crum Roger 09 2360 488 025 601 6429
Cryer Family John, Bonnie, Maree 09 426 1169
Davidson Murray 528 4504
Davis Family Adrian, Rosemary, Jeff, Steve 576 0996 025 279 2600
Davy Steve 827 7754 021 2142 317
De Beer Etienne 09 426 3256
Delacey Larry 846 4249 021 654 937
Demler/Cook Dianne & Dave 525 0966 027 276 1051

Phone List - Tear out and keep
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Deverick Family Ian & Ailsa, Alistair, Kora 817 9564 021 643 510
Dickinson Priscilla 625 1653 021 186 6109
Diedricks Shawn 834 1063 021 688 141
Dorman Ken & Julene 361 1656 021 934 280
Dowthwaite Trish 846 1456 027 476 5286
Drake Warwick & Sue 09 438 9021 025 243 6653
Dumper Jeanette & Tony 486 1067 021 928 979
Duncan John 445 8074 021 740 402
Dunsford Kevin & Debbie 410 3696
Dunworth/Wilkinson Treasa & Marty 817 3940
Dykes Wendy 021 251 5617
Edwards Alan 820 8115 021 528 417
Edwards Claudia 09 426 0669 021 524 021
Edwards John 570 5297 025 279 1365
Edwards Keith 528 8696
Elven Colin 620 1911 021 390 211
Engel Ute 09 426 0669
Erenstrom Susan 525 3216
Espley Richard 816 8769 021 188 5218
Evans Gordon & Jill 527 8393
Evans Sherilyn 575 7621 021 216 2022
Fagan Gerard 634 5535
Farrand Lou 09 422 6668
Finlayson Karen 377 2742 021 702 048
Finlayson Roger 09 422 2633

Fitzpatrick/Frith
Juliet & Graham, 
Lisa 528 1399 021 503 366

Fitzsimons Pamela & Wayne 298 5087 025 291 3644
Fordham Simon 2741 828 021 512 512
Francis Andrew 021 142 4857
Friend Paul 578 3474 025 601 5288
Fullam Janice 09 420 9226
Furneaux Christopher 833 8338 027 478 2475
Gamble Shaun & Mia 445 6534

Garside/Conway
Martin & Fran, 
Lynton 476 1494 021 187 2481

Gatland Rosemary 267 5087
Gendall Family Peter, Madeline, Kirsty, Joseph, Flinn 638 7759 025 761 977
Gerard George 814 8989 027 474 0704
Gibbs Briar 8467 593 021 150 1256
Gibbs/Pearce June & Mark 634 2051
Gilmer Wally & Sue 07 866 8809
Girling Martin 276 4849
Glazer Grant 372 3267 025 668 1843
Godfrey Liz & Peter, Jonathan,Catherine 276 5444
Goldsman John 631 7540
Good Alissa 846 2622 021 608 448
Graham Jeremy 378 9327 021 194 5520
Grant Matthew 361 5342
Grey Warwick 820 3156 0274 780 380
Gulley/Nierhoff/Piggins Chris, Sabine, Jo 813 3369 027 237 8362
Haasbroek Joanne 575 4552 021 618 200
Hadfield John 07 856 1957 025 202 2253
Hall Mike 480 2030 021 733 887
Hannifin Tony 478 8561 027 453 0945
Hanvey Maurice 478 8492 027 478 3608
Harknett Jim 630 2273 021 666 219
Harper Nigel 445 2284
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Hart Graham 817 9229 021 763 603
Hart Randal & Janet 537 3093 025 925 824
Hawthorn Dan 846 5085
Hay David 475 5847 021 131 2448
Hayes William 833 8462 021 930 990
Heap Rebecca 473 0661 025 2737675
Henden/Mitchell Will & Jenny 486 6215 021 260 2117
Hennessy Family Barbara, Kerry, Ryan, Pierce, Paddy 07 868 7854 027 212 4623
Henry Warren 416 7961 021 379 601
Hey Family Dave, Kay, Danielle 534 9681 021 167 6170
Hieatt John 828 9673 027 229 1754
Hill Julia & Sidney 523 2303 021 759 361
Hillman Jackie 634 5042 021 303 337
Hirst Karen Jayne 021 0368 067
Horvath Marcel 636 5345
Hos Family Alex, Janette, Anthony, Joseph 525 2729
Housego Pelham 575 5865
Housley Family Gary, Alison, Steven, David 410 9054 025 277 0730
Howard Doug 479 2128 021 257 0677
Howe Kerry 478 9952
Howlett Bill 523 5246 021 746 880
Hughes Family Ted, Margaret, Lana, Eddie 846 9633 021 833 552
Johnson George 575 8856 025 973 788
Jolley Liz 09 459 6645 025 279 4222
Jose/Brothers Family Kevin, Trish, Nicholas, Ellen, Daniel 624 4522
Keegan Bruce 624 1904 021 1510 766
Kennedy Jeff 377 9100 021 446 049
Kerr Graeme 298 3996 025 299 8850
Kettle Brian 836 6539 021 266 3565
Kidd Chris & Paulina 09 44 22 904 021 70 38 70
Kraayenhof Mark & Rolanda 833 8438 025 481 313
Lacey Roger 522 1441 025 669 3818
Lander Mike 09 427 9091 021 541 001
Lane Gary 849 7249 025 974 727
Laracy/Moses Lynne & Peter 528 8097 021 528 809
Larsen Annette 521 8523 021 621 373
Law Margaret 09 424 0114
Law/Carmichael Erica & Locky 360 2872
Lawn Jenny 378 0096
Levett Susan & Stephen 410 4850
Lewis Morgan 620 4005 021 0374 872
Lewis Trish 361 1444 025 771 116

Lomas
David, Dianne, 
Kate 361 6424 021 429 099

Lomas Roger & Margaret David 579 8799 025 221 4671
Lott Susan 09 424 2233
Lucas Nancye & Robert 267 5873
Lyons/Duffy Pat & Simon 520 1399
Mabey Family Garry, Linda, Sarah, Adam 536 5048 021 898 611
MacLean Alistair 620 9975 021 252 7116
Maguigan Karen 525 7890 021 529 926
Maire Gerry
Maire Vincent 09 424 2293 025 276 6032
Malin Martin 575 5143 021 118 9404
Marra Mike & Joan 818 8203 021 681 822
Marsh Ken 828 0701
Marshall Family Warwick, Sue 537 6387 021 1405 714
Marshall Jennifer 575 6667
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Matheson Sarah Jane 025 987 182
Matthews David 09 238 6724 025 682 8439

Matthews
Des, Paddy, & 
Mary 575 5804 025 276 3456

McCormick Family Jim, Linda, Jennifer, Grant, Amy 537 1919 021 904 496
McGorman Kevin & Dianne 489 8027 025 242 7137
McKenzie Carolyn 021 341 514
Melrose Family Stephen, Lynda, Melissa, Alexandra 536 5386
Merrylees Linsay 622 3446
Miles Andy 360 9196 021 457 458
Millar Paul 524 0727
Moores Mark & Maggie 575 4790 027 293 8580
Morton Andrew 021 607 233
Muir Croft Wendy 524 8766

Mutton Family
Terry, Stephanie, Tamsun, Norelle, 
Leigh 575 5894 025 943 863

Newth David 410 7169
Noble Family Philip, Sue, Simon, Sarah 575 3493
Nyberg Sarah 303 3026 021 384 904
O’Connor Claire 521 1769 025 238 1250
Oliphant/Duxfield Fiona & Sean 815 3356 027 5111 222
Orchard Helen 444 1387
Ornowski Rick & Wendy 09 424 7512 027 497 1390
O’Toole Family John & Carol,Sarah,Sean,Paul 445 1005 025 808 034
Owen Mark 025 657 6361
Owens/Philpott Anne, Gary 828 8447 025 467 354
Palmer Gavin 238 2440 021 107 7936
Palmer Selwyn 625 7798 025 298 8591
Parcell Karen 818 0088 021 323 464
Parkinson Val 09 426 1217
Patterson Rona 834 3399
Payne Mark 418 3842 021 818 101
Peachman Robert 579 6265
Peddie Andrew 09 428 4576
Pohl Wolfgang Ingrid, Melanie 620 8516 025 754 009
Poolman Family David, Tara, Joseph, Samuel 09 422 9931 021 597 086
Pudney David & Della 846 9474
Pugh Evan & Linda 07 883 6898
Puttner Karin & Otmar 828 4428
Quilter/Duffy Colin & Ailsa 630 2219
Raffles Lawrence 376 1981
Raj Ashok 625 7779 025 604 7154
Randall Mike 528 1377 025 736 806

Rehfeld/Graf
Bärbel, Marcus, 
Niklas Niklas 361 2520 021 173 3442

Richards Peter 818 5521 021 782 008
Robinson Gordon 021 620 690
Romoff/Hayward Natasha & Paul 479 2888 025 679 1239
Rosier Paul 07 576 1993 025 757 797

Rubingi
Dwi, Deddy, 
Denny 624 4526 025 626 6589

Russell Marke 236 8113 021 900 053
Salmon Steve 626 2272 021 626 272
Sandes Lindsay 522 3344 021 895 940
Sanson Rosemary 625 1094 021 902 404
Sanson - Beattie / Belt Justin & Jennifer 278 8090 025 868 177
Sargent Kevin & Karon 536 6308
Scarr/Moore Michael & Michele 482 3265 025 272 0308
Scheffer Petra 360 8881 021 040 9520
Schofield/Greaves Ann & Tony 07 827 2170 025 277 4055
Scott-Woods Family Joe & Pat, Ian, Brendan 575 5383
Seager Stephanie 834 5769
Sheppard/Christianson Billy & Richard 524 2339

Silvester
Michael & 
Christine 817 8405
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Skidmore Rebecca 360 1519 025 758 254
Smeeton Ian 524 9448 021 126 6915
Smith Family Russell, Desna, Devan 816 8483 021 410 741
Smith Neil 266 6122 025 497 4972
Snijders John & Maree 521 3536 025 799 770
Somerville Bruce 443 5364 021 964 623
Sommerhalder Peter & Su, 631 5344
Sommerhalder / 
Leveloff Daniel & Kirsty 631-5344 025 296 2610
Sommerhalder / Lewis Family Heidi & Stephen, Alex, Emily, Thomas 06-374-3665

Spedding Family
Warwick, Sally, Stephanie, Rachel, 
Richard, Jenni 524 5968 021 939 433

Spencer Family
Hamish, Sally, Olivia, Annabelle, 
Sophie 302 0239

Stairmand John 625 8946
Stanbury Lana 575 3131

Staples Family
Ian, Philippa, James, Jenna, Andy, 
Scott 09 415 8064 025 293 8379

Strid Brian 09 2388084
Stuettgen Ralph 630 0357 021 667 297
Suter Bruce 817 6475

Sutton
Barabara & 
Norman 489 1880

Thom Rosie 376 8636
Thomas Alison 631 0105
Thomas Iain 09 235 3646
Thompson Jimmy 834 8008 025 386 730
Thomson Family Fergus, Diana, Megan 817 8294 021 412 446
Thomson Mark 361 1336
Toppin Sandra 526 4914 025 612 8899
Townsley Noel 826 0410 021 266 4522
Tuckett Michael & Pauline 09 420 5282 
Van der Haas Marianne 360 2245
Van der Zouwe/Carston Peter & Stacy 361 5018 0274 360 222
Vautier Ron 527 8554
Veale Steve 627 1228
Vercoe Lynnette 021 617 010
Wagstaff Alison 622 2908
Wallis Kate 522 6870 021 186 9544
Walsh Megan 376 0941 021 103 7944
Wang Ke & Gudrun 845 8028 021 107 8066
Ward David 445 3639
Warren Alicia 828 3177 021 545 343
Watson Stephanie 638 5980 021 456 672
Watts John  & Leonie 444 4006
Waugh Tina 358 5522 021 943 947
Wegmueller Iris 483 5685 025 628 6575
Wells Anna 360 8686 021 898 781
Wesley Judith 378 1107 021 934 942
Wheatcroft Richard 376 4063 027 4956 738
Whitney Allan 533 3233 021 614 016
Whittle Ryan 419 2672
Williams Joan 634 0748
Williams Neville 626 2739 025 627 6351
Wilson Doug 846 6424 021 155 4571
Wilson Harley 575 6272 027 490 2110

Witt/Murek
Thomas & 
Susanne 483 2262 025 679 0729

Wolken Fujine 575 6685 021 156 6203
Woolcott Kevin 528 6805 021 782 854
Yeats Jodi 360 4242
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Sender: Auckland Canoe Club, 23 Spinnaker Drive, Atatu, Auckland

   
A U C K L A N D
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